Please list 3 personal goals that you would feel could help you in a performance setting:

1. **Engagement with the audience**
2. **Confidence**
3. **Practice**

What strategies could you employ to achieve these goals?

- Perform alone in front of classmates to become more accustomed to eyes being on me while dancing.

Please describe any personal or group successes you enjoyed during the implementation of this project:

During our school's dance show when we performed our piece I felt successful because we were confident and went full out.

Do you feel that you were able to demonstrate leadership throughout the choreographic process? Is there any way that you could have done this more?

Yes because my parts from my solo were incorporated into the dance.

What practices do you feel helped you to be successful in performance?

I believe that the teen arts performance helped me to become successful.

Would you do anything differently to enhance future performances?

I would try to become more engaged with the audience to keep them interested.